
 
 Collaborative Teaching Practices Pre-Observation Form  

This form is to be completed by the instructor and submitted to the peer observer at least one day before the observation. The observer 
should clarify any questions about the observation before coming to the classroom. This practice will allow the instructor 
to enter the classroom focused on classroom practices instead of on the observer.  

Instructor: Anne F. Walker Date: 09/13/11 Course: WRI 001 19 and 20 (Academic 
Writing) Room: COB 203 Observer: Heather Devrick  

1. Learner Population Profile: On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), I would rate these aspects of my students' 
performance and behavior this way:  

a. Preparedness 1 2 3 4 5  
b. Motivation 1 2 3 4 5  
c. Participation 1 2 3 4 5  
d. Respect for peers 1 2 3 4 5  
e. Respect for instructor 1 2 3 4 5  
 
2. Learning Objectives/Outcomes: At the end of the lesson, I will have helped my students to.... (list as 
many as you intend to facilitate):  

• First Half: 
o Demonstrate engagement with the multi-stage processes of critical reading, formal 

writing, and public speaking 
o Apply a range of reading strategies to demonstrate comprehension of academic texts 
o Collaborate successfully on group tasks and class projects by supporting your classmates 

as members of the same learning community. Collaborative and cooperative learning are 
the centerpieces of my pedagogical approach. In the classroom I encourage roundtable 
discussion of course materials whenever possible.  This practice allows students to author 
their own perspectives on various texts while simultaneously naturalizing respectful 
listening and fruitful intellectual call-and-response techniques.  I feel that working with 
ideas in this way makes abstract thought more tangible, intellectually pliable, workable, 
and thus more deeply retained.  It prepares students to participate in future dialogues, 
even through periods of intense intellectual absorption. Understanding is enriched via 
constant and collaborative conversation.    

o Synthesize diverse perspectives through collaboration in academic discourse communities 
o Understand concepts and issues of relevant class themes  

• Second Half: 
o Develop competency in stages of the writing process including pre-writing, drafting, 

editing, and integrating feedback. 
o Select and apply the appropriate conventions of personal, academic, or professional forms 

of expression 
o Craft language that reveals aesthetic awareness 

 
3..  Lesson Plan: I intend to achieve the outcomes listed above by leading the following activities:  

• First Half of class: 
o there will be a group led discussion (GLD).  These presentations generally take less 

involvement from me as the semester goes on.  At first the students need more guidance. 



 By mid-semester I generally do not have to interject or keep them on track so much as 
they have been learning.  With collaborative learning the steepest curve is at the 
beginning, when students acclimate, and it is in this phase that my modeling appropriate 
participation is most pronounced.  My goal is to withdraw from the conversations so the 
students themselves are generating intelligent and animate conversations around course 
materials 

• Second Half of class: 
o we will first go through: 
o the paramedic method of sentence editing: 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/635/01/  
o let students know that they can use this method on every sentence of an academic paper 

to improve clarity.  This will trim out extra words and give you room for more detail and 
specificity.  If possible, try to work this method with a partner 

o s a further resource we look for definition of a preposition: 
http://www.writingcentre.uottawa.ca/hypergrammar/preposit.html 

o finally, we read through this page on diction, and discuss academic diction: 
http://www.uottawa.ca/academic/arts/writcent/hypergrammar/diction.html 

• I demonstrate the paramedic method, we discuss it. They practice it in peer editing that is then shared 
with the class.  Finally the concepts are applied to their homework, preparation for a graded essay 

 
4.  New Material, Activities, Concepts, Techniques: Please list those aspects of this lesson that may be new to 
you and / or your students.  

• at the beginning of the semester most students had very limited, or non-existent workshop, GLD, and 
round-table discussion, skills. They have, though, a genuine interest in writing and learning.  Primarily I 
facilitate the group process, encouraging the peers to communicate, sometimes re-articulating a students 
comments in a more academic-appropriate phrasing.  
 
5. Observation foci: I would like my observer to place particular focus on the following aspects of my 
teaching or help me answer the following questions about my teaching practices (specify two or three 
questions or issues to consider): 
 
• What did you see in the comparison between the two GLDs you observed 
• What did you see in the comparison between the two peer editing workshop sections that I led, that you 
observed 
 
Prepared by the UCM Writing Program’s Collaborative Teaching Committee (AY 2005-2008) and are based 
on the Monterey Institute of International Study Practicum and the University of London classroom visitation 
forms. 
 



Collaborative Teaching Practices 
Observer’s Comments 
 
To be completed by the observer during or immediately after the teaching session. Attach additional pages if 
necessary, though you are encouraged to focus and limit your comments to the allotted space. 
These questions and categories are meant to serve as a guide for observations and recommendation letters 
(for academic review or merit pay). Please note that not all of the suggested categories or questions will fit 
the class you are observing; these are suggested ways of thinking about these teaching characteristics’ 
categories. 
 
(1.) In what way and to what degree did the instructor met his or her intended learning objectives and 
outcomes? 
 
I observed two classes where the students presented GLDs and then practiced the paramedic method.  What 
impressed me about the GLDs was the way the multi-stage processes of critical reading, formal writing, and 
public speaking were integrated together.  Students had to critically read the text, present their analysis and 
questions to the students in the form of a presentation that includes writing, and engage their audience with 
their presentation.  Therefore, not only were these three different processes incorporated together, one could see 
that the students had engaged various steps of these processes before, during, and after the presentation (for 
example, the students would have had to read and then review/interpret the text to make their presentation; the 
students not only wrote a presentation, they also underwent peer review of their presentation after they were 
done).  Clearly, when the students had to be responsible for presenting their analysis of a portion of the class 
text, they became more invested in their ability to comprehend the text, and I think these GLDs are a creative 
and useful way of applying a range of reading strategies.  In addition, students mostly homed in on the cultural 
themes of the class.  Sometimes the instructor would ask a question to highlight the importance of certain 
themes/points.   

Both groups were collaborative; when one member of the group appeared to be taking center stage a 
little too often, the instructor prodded the other members to become involved.  In addition, by asking for their 
audience’s feedback and interpretations of the text at different intervals, students were able to practice the 
outcome for synthesizing diverse perspectives through collaboration in academic discourse communities.  One 
group seemed particularly good with this outcome.  They would ask for the audience feedback and offer their 
perspective on the question, and sometimes, the group would modify their original line of thinking because one 
of their classmates offered a unique perspective the group had not originally considered.  The instructor rarely 
interjected, which forced the groups to truly be the leaders of their presentation. 

The second half of the class focused on the paramedic method.  The method introduced the students to 
a technique for editing their papers for clear, concise, academic writing.  This exercise meets all three of the 
outcomes listed under the second half of the class, but what I appreciated was the emphasis on the third 
outcome.  Because students in Writing 1 often need help with global areas of their text such as development, 
focus, and organization, it can be difficult to truly focus on crafting aesthetic pleasing language (not just 
grammatically correct language) at the sentence level.  The paramedic method does have a grammar element to 
it, but students can see the method is not just about correctness.  The instructor pulled examples from her own 
lesson and from student text to show how the revised sentences improved the clarity of the overall text and how 
the flow was more appealing to the reader.  I liked seeing that students could appreciate a reason for focusing on 
sentence level issues beyond “is it grammatically correct?”     

Overall, I felt the instructor reached all of her outcomes in this session although there was a difference in 
the degree to which she reached them in both classes (in one class, the GLD was much shorter, and the students 
were able to practice more with the paramedic method).  
 
 
 



(2.) What responses might you offer to the instructor’s focus points or teaching practices questions? 
 
 As I mentioned above, there was a significant difference in the length of the GLDs.  The second GLD 
was more focused, and the students had a chance to experiment with the paramedic method more than once 
while in class.  I would normally suggest cutting the first group off sooner.  However, I learned that the first 
class’s GLD was the first one for the semester, so I could see why the instructor let this group and the feedback 
discussion afterward continue for longer than the allotted time.  The students needed more time to digest this 
first example and learn what to apply and not to apply to their own presentations.  The first group was able to 
learn the method, practice it with the instructor example, and practice it once with a student example.  While 
more time would be desirable, I think students were able to grasp the idea behind the paramedic method and 
see its usefulness.  Also, I liked that the instructor tailored her approach for the differences in both groups.  The 
first group promoted more audience interaction, so when the instructor intervened, it was usually to highlight a 
question the group asked that focused on the class themes.  The second group had less audience interaction, so 
the instructor prodded the group to interact more.  I think the students benefited from the instructor’s 
adaptability, both in her approaches to the different presentation styles and in her ability to tailor the paramedic 
method at the last minute due to the first group’s presentation length. 
 
Signature ______Heather Devrick________________________________ Date: ______9/14/11______________ 
 
Prepared by the UCM Writing Program’s Collaborative Teaching Committee (AY 2005-2008) and are based 
on the Monterey Institute of International Study Practicum and the University of London classroom visitation 
forms. 



Collaborative Teaching Practices 
Classroom Instructor’s Reflections on the Lesson 
Please complete the following two questions after your teaching session and before your post-observation 
debriefing with your peer. Use additional pages as needed. 
1. What did you feel went well in this teaching session? 

• the students are at a nice part of the learning curve with the GLD work.  They are still experimenting 
with different format, yet comfortable enough with the class that they generally exude confidence and 
take suggestion from me as a positive contribution. 

2. What would you like to change about this session / lesson plan if you were to teach it again? 
• I would like to spend more time on paramedic sentence work with the whole class.  I will revisit this 

several more times through the semester. 


